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This edited collection analyzes the innovative changes in Japan's foreign policy. Pursuing new relationships with South
Asia, Africa, and Eastern Europe, Japanese initiatives include regional peace-building and human security activities,
Asian multilateralism, and the Indo-Pacific concept. This collection focuses on these evolving international relationships
through Japan's unique approach to political change and continuity.
This paper presents a study of Japan's international role with a special focus on its historical evolution. To that end, the
following three pillars lay the necessary theoretical foundations: one, the notions of historical and political identity and a
discussion of the ambivalent shapes they have taken in Japan; two, the regional context, an examination of Japan's
situation with respect to Asian history as a whole, and finally, the "civilian power" concept as defined by Hanns W. Maull.
Bringing together the work of sixteen international Japan specialists and scholars, this book analyzes Japan’s culture
and history to reflect on the critical policy decisions and national commitments required for the country to continue to
succeed. Comparing the current situation with the uncertainties of the late nineteenth century, this book investigates the
possibility and desirability of a "New Meiji Transformation" in Japan. Set in the context of perceived demographic,
ecological, fiscal and political decline in Japan, it explores what a New Meiji initiative would look like in the twenty-first
century and whether a new era of renewal is needed to maintain and improve quality of life. An interdisciplinary volume,
this book covers contemporary issues in Japanese foreign, defense and nuclear strategies, as well as its aging
population, higher education structure and environmental policies. As such Japan’s Future and a New Meiji
Transformation will be of great interest to students and scholars of Japanese politics, economics and history, as well as
Asian Studies more generally.
The Historical Dictionary of Japanese Foreign Policyincludes a chronology, an introduction,, appendixes, and an
extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 400 cross-referenced entries on important personalities, politics,
economy, foreign relations, religion, and culture.
The 2012 election in Japan ejected the governing DPJ and returned the LDP overwhelmingly to power while brand new
parties pulled in millions of voters. This book explains what happened, why it happened and what it means. International
experts analyze the election results, parties strategies, gender issues, policy implications and more.
What role does the political survival of prime ministers play in Japan’s relations with China over the Yasukuni issue?
Three Japanese prime ministers, including Nakasone Yasuhiro, Hashimoto Ryutaro and Abe Shinzo, complied with
China’s demands and stopped visiting the controversial Shrine in 1986, 1997 and 2007, respectively. By contrast, the
Yasukuni controversy intensified between 2001 and 2006 when a popular Prime Minister Koizumi Junichiro was
determined to pay regular homage to the Yasukuni Shrine annually. Prime Minister Abe, who previously demonstrated
restraint over the issue in his first term between 2006 and 2007, visited the Yasukuni unexpectedly in 2013 but not in
2014 or 2015. To explain this variation, this book presents an alternative interpretation of Japan’s official responses
toward China’s pressure over the Yasukuni issue between 1985 and 2015 by applying a political survival approach that
highlights the domestic political legitimacy of the Japanese prime minister or the ruling party. This book will be of great
interest to students and researchers of Sino-Japanese relations, Japan’s foreign policy and international relations.
"A welcome addition to any reading list for those interested in contemporary Japanese society." - Roger Goodman,
Nissan Professor of Modern Japanese Society, University of Oxford "I know no better book for an accessible and up-todate introduction to this complex subject than The SAGE Handbook of Modern Japan Studies." - Hiroko Takeda,
Associate Professor, Organization for Global Japanese Studies, University of Tokyo "Pioneering and nuanced in
analysis, yet highly accessible and engaging in style." - Yoshio Sugimoto, Emeritus Professor, La Trobe University The
SAGE Handbook of Modern Japanese Studies includes outstanding contributions from a diverse group of leading
academics from across the globe. This volume is designed to serve as a major interdisciplinary reference work and a
seminal text, both rigorous and accessible, to assist students and scholars in understanding one of the major nations of
the world. James D. Babb is a Senior Lecturer in the School of Geography, Politics and Sociology at Newcastle
University.
In the postwar period, Japanese politics has evolved considerably, with issues of gender, representation, and household
economics becoming increasingly salient. Meanwhile, since the end of the Cold War, Japan has joined other developed
states in the process of decentralization and deindustrialization. Yet, its restructuring has come at a slower pace, as the
Japanese bureaucracy attempts to retain a more traditional approach. This book, a translated and updated version of the
author's 2010 monograph Nihon seijiron, traces these developments in Japanese politics from the end of the Asia Pacific
wars to the present day. Examining each of the key stages of transition, it looks at four aspects of Japanese politics: high
politics, interest-centered politics, life-centered politics, and globalization. It also provides up-to-date analysis of
contemporary themes, including the Abe administration’s challenge to international politics and coverage of nuclear
issues. Written by an experienced Japanese scholar, this book ultimately demonstrates how globalization has
transformed the nature of local politics, as well as national security. However, as seen in the recent triple disaster of 2011
(a chapter on which has been added), Japanese politics retains traditional practices that have led to corruption, scandal,
and political mistrust among the electorate. Offering a comprehensive introduction to Japanese politics, this book will be
invaluable reading for students and scholars of Japanese politics and comparative and Asia politics in general.
Rethinking Japanese Public Opinion and Security argues that Japanese public opinion matters and has acted to prevent
overseas military deployments involving combat while increasingly supportive of a more normal military establishment
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capable of autonomously defending Japanese territory.
While Japanese pacifism is usually seen as a national policy or an ideology rooted in the provision of Article 9 of the Japanese
Constitution, it cannot be adequately understood without grasping Japanese social discourses on peace, war and justice. The
perspective of political sociology provides a more in-depth understanding of Japanese pacifism and helps us to find the reasons
for the critical changes that have occurred in Japan’s policies since the mid-2000s. These changes include sending its selfdefense force to Iraq and Afghanistan outside UN missions and the enactment of new security legislation in 2015. Nishikawa
explores Japanese pacifism in a changing domestic and regional context, from the perspective of political sociology. Getting to
grips with the social bases of politics, she examines whether Japan is likely to remain a pacifist country or retain its pacifist image
in changing regional and global context. This book comprehensively examines Japanese pacifism by fully examining the social
forces in action. Employing a multidisciplinary approach, the book contributes to theoretical debates on political sociology as well
as Japanese and Asian studies. Japan is in an important transitional period and Japanese pacifism is being brought into question
in changing national and international contexts.
Since the unexpected end of the Cold War, standard arguments about power politics can no longer be adopted uncritically. This
has led to a renewed interest in Japan’s unusually peaceful security policy. Japan’s championing of "comprehensive security" is
central to this collection. Peter J. Katzenstein’s essays explore this concept which not only encompasses traditional military
concerns but also domestic aspects of security. The book's focus on counter-terrorism and national security highlights a policy
approach which, over decades, Japan has developed with political patience and diplomatic finesse. These essays advocate an
eclectic approach that helps in recognizing new questions and that seek to combine elements from different analytical
perspectives in the exploration of novel lines of argument. Additionally, the book features an entirely new, substantial introduction
that explores and elaborates the themes of the collection while bringing it up to date. This collection will be of significant interest to
students and scholars of Japanese politics, security studies and international relations.
Since the end of the Cold War, Japan's security environment has changed significantly. While, on the global level, the United
States is still Japan's most important security partner, the nature of the partnership has changed as a result of shifting demands
from the United States, new international challenges such as the North Korean nuclear programme and the rapid rise of China. At
the same time, Japan has been confronted with new, ‘non-traditional’ security threats such as international terrorism, the spread
of infectious diseases, and global environmental problems. On the domestic level, demographic change, labour migration,
economic decline, workplace insecurity, and a weakening impact of policy initiatives challenge the sustainability of the lifestyle of
many Japanese and have led to a heightened sense of insecurity among the Japanese public. This book focuses on the domestic
discourse on insecurity in Japan and goes beyond military security. The chapters cover issues such as Japan’s growing
perception of regional and global insecurity; the changing role of military forces; the perceived risk of Chinese foreign investment;
societal, cultural and labour insecurity and how it is affected by demographic changes and migration; as well as food insecurity and
its challenges to health and public policy. Each chapter asks how the Japanese public perceives these insecurities; how these
perceptions influence the public discourse, the main stakeholders of this discourse, and how this affects state-society relations and
government policies. Governing Insecurity in Japan provides new insights into Japanese and international discourses on security
and insecurity, and the ways in which security is conceptualized in Japan. As such, it will be of interest to students and scholars
working on Japanese politics, security studies and international relations.
Sino-Japanese relations have been repeatedly strained by the territorial dispute over a group of small islands, known as the
Senkaku islands in Japan and the Diaoyu islands in China. The rich fishing grounds, key shipping lanes, and perhaps especially,
potentially rich oil deposits around the islands exacerbate this dispute in a confluence of resource pressures, growing nationalism,
and rising military spending in the region. Bridging Troubled Waters reminds us that the tensions over the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands
are only a part of a long history of both conflict and cooperation in maritime relations between Japan and China. James Manicom
examines the cooperative history between China and Japan at sea and explains the conditions under which two rivals can manage
disputes over issues such as territory, often correlated with war. China and Japan appear incapable of putting history behind them,
are poised on the brink of a strategic rivalry, and seem at risk of falling into an unintentional war over disputed maritime claims.
Bridging Troubled Waters challenges this view by offering a case-by-case analysis of how China and Japan have managed
maritime tensions since the dispute erupted in 1970. The author advances an approach that offers a trade-off between the most
important stakes in the disputed maritime area with a view to establishing a stable maritime order in the East China Sea. The book
will be of interest to policymakers, academics, and regional specialists in Asia, security studies, and international conflict and
cooperation.
Introduction-- W.T.Tow & R.Kersten PART I: THE INTERPLAY OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN POLICY FACTORS Australian
Foreign Policy Towards Japan: Weighing the Bureaucratic Process-- D.Walton The Koizumi-Abe Revolution in Japanese Security
Policy: Normative Transformation and Democratic Maturity-- R.Kersten Japanese Domestic Politics and Security Cooperation with
Australia: The Limits of 'Normalisation'-- T.Anno Japan's Misfiring Security Hedge: Discovering the Limits of Middle-power
Internationalism and Strategic Convergence-- H.D.P.Envall & K.Fujiwara PART II: THE DYNAMICS OF BILATERAL SECURITY
COOPERATION Regional Security Politics in East Asia: What Can Japan and Australia Usefully Do Together?-- K.Togo JapanAustralia Security Relations: A Tale of Timing-- M.Cook Japan-Australia Security Relations: Building a Real Strategic
Partnership?-- T.S.Wilkins Japan-Australia Joint Security Statements and the Trilateral Strategic Dialogue: A Japanese
Perspective-- E.Katahara PART III: REGIONAL AND GLOBAL RAMIFICATIONS OF INTENSIFIED BILATERALISM The Broader
Context: how Australia-Japan Relations 'Fit' into Regional and Global Security Dynamics-- W.T.Tow Comparing Japanese,
Australian and European Responses to 'Out-of-area' Security Challenges-- W.M.Vosse Japan, Australia and International Security
Burden-sharing with the United States-- T.Satake Building a Foundation for Regional Security Architecture in the Asia-Pacific:
Human Resource Development for Peacebuilding-- Y.Uesugi Security Arrangements in the Asia-Pacific: A Three-tier Approach-R.Sahashi.
Despite the increase in the number of studies in international relations using concepts from a role theory perspective, scholarship
continues to assume that a state’s own expectations of what role it should play on the world stage is shared among domestic
political actors. Cristian Cantir and Juliet Kaarbo have gathered a leading team of internationally distinguished international
relations scholars to draw on decades of research in foreign policy analysis to explore points of internal contestation of national
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role conceptions (NRCs) and the effects and outcomes of contestation between domestic political actors. Nine detailed
comparative case studies have been selected for the purpose of theoretical exploration, with an eye to illustrating the relevance of
role contestation in a diversity of settings, including variation in period, geographic area, unit of analysis, and aspects of the
domestic political process. This edited book includes a number of pioneering insights into how the domestic political process can
have a crucial effect on how a country behaves at the global level.
This open access book assesses the profound impact of Japanâ€™s aspirations to become a great power on Japanese security,
democracy and foreign relations. Rather than viewing the process of normalization and rejuvenation as two decades of
remilitarization in face of rapidly changing strategic environment and domestic political circumstances, this volume contextualizes
Japanâ€™s contemporary international relations against the longer grain of Japanese historical interactions. It demonstrates that
policies and statecraft in the Prime Minister Shinzo Abeâ€™s era are a continuation of a long, unbroken and arduous effort by
successive generations of leaders to preserve Japanese autonomy, enhance security and advance Japanese national interests.
Arguing against the notion that Japan cannot work with China as long as the US-Japan alliance is in place, the book suggests that
Tokyo could forge constructive relations with Beijing by engaging China in joint projects in and outside of the Asia-Pacific in issue
areas such as infrastructure development or in the provision of international public goods. It also submits that an improvement in
Japan-China relations would enhance rather than detract Japan-US relations and that Tokyo will find that her new found automony
in the US-Japan alliance would not only accord her more political respect and strategic latitude, but also allow her to ameliorate
the excesses of American foreign policy adventurism, paving for her to become a truly normal great power.
After decades of solely relying on the United States for its national security needs, over the last decade, Japan has begun to
actively develop and deepen its security ties with a growing number of countries and actors in the Asia-Pacific region and Europe,
a development that has further intensified under the Shinzo Abe administration. This is the first book that provides a
comprehensive analysis of the motives and objectives from both the Japanese and the partner-countries’ perspectives, and asks
what this might mean for the security architecture in the Asia-Pacific region, and what lessons can be learned for security
cooperation more broadly. This book is for those interested in Japan’s security policy beyond the US-Japan security alliance, and
non-US centred bilateral and multilateral security cooperation. It is an ideal textbook for undergraduate and graduate level courses
on regional security cooperation and strategic partnerships, and Japanese foreign and security policy.
The 2013-14 Strategic Asia volume examines the role of nuclear weapons in the grand strategies of key Asian states and
assesses the impact of these capabilities—both established and latent—on regional and international stability. In each chapter, a
leading expert explores the historical, strategic, and political factors that drive a country's calculations vis-a-vis nuclear weapons
and draws implications for American interests.

This study provides a comprehensive institutional history of Japan’s post-1945 army. It also analyzes representations of
the military in popular culture, the place of soldiers in the formation of the country’s postwar national identity, and the
social and political impact of constitutional restrictions on the military.
While the US-Japan alliance has strengthened since the end of the Cold War, Japan has, almost unnoticed, been
building security ties with other partners, in the process reducing the centrality of the US in Japan’s security. This book
explains why this is happening. Japan pursued security isolationism during the Cold War, but the US was the exception.
Japan hosted US bases and held joint military exercises even while shunning contacts with other militaries. Japan also
made an exception to its weapons export ban to allow exports to the US. Yet, since the end of the Cold War, Japan’s
security has undergone a quiet transformation, moving away from a singular focus on the US as its sole security partner.
Tokyo has begun diversifying its security ties. This book traces and explains this diversification. The country has initiated
security dialogues with Asian neighbors, assumed a leadership role in promoting regional multilateral security
cooperation, and begun building bilateral security ties with a range of partners, from Australia and India to the European
Union. Japan has even lifted its ban on weapons exports and co-development with non-US partners. This edited volume
explores this trend of decreasing US centrality alongside the continued, and perhaps even growing, security (inter)
dependence with the US. New Directions in Japan’s Security is an essential resource for scholars focused on Japan’s
national security. It will also interest on a wider basis those wishing to understand why Japan is developing non-American
directions in its security strategy.
Can Germany and Japan do more militarily to uphold the international order? Since the end of World War II, Germany
and Japan have been the most reluctant of all major U.S. allies to take on military responsibilities. Given their histories,
this reluctance certainly is understandable. But because of their size and economic importance, Germany and Japan are
the most important U.S. allies in Europe and in East Asia, respectively, and their long-term reluctance to share the
defense burden has become a perennial source of frustration for Washington. The potential security roles of Germany
and Japan are becoming increasingly important given the uncertainty, indeed volatility, of today’s international
environment. Under President Trump, friction among allies over burden-sharing is more intense than ever before.
Meanwhile, the security environments in Europe and Asia have deteriorated because of the resurgence of a belligerent
Russia under Vladimir Putin, the steady rise of an increasingly assertive China, and North Korea’s worrisome acquisition
of nuclear weapons. Partly in response to these developments, Germany and Japan in recent years have boosted their
security efforts, mainly by increasing defense spending and taking on a somewhat broader range of military missions.
Even so, because of their cultures of anti-militarism resistance remains strong in both countries to rebuilding the military
and assuming more responsibility for sustaining regional or even global peace. In Reluctant Warriors, a team of noted
international experts critically examines how and why Germany and Japan have modified their military postures since
1990 so far, and assesses how far the countries still have to go—and why. The contributors also highlight the risks the
United States takes if it makes too simplistic a demand for the two countries to “do more.”
The discipline of international relations offers much insight into why violent power transitions occur, yet there have been
few substantive examinations of why and how peaceful changes happen in world politics. This work is the first
comprehensive treatment of that subject. The Oxford Handbook of Peaceful Change in International Relations provides a
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thorough examination of research on the problem of change in the international arena and the reasons why change
happens peacefully at times, and at others, violently. It contains over forty chapters, which examine the historical,
theoretical, global, regional, and national foreign-policy dimensions of peaceful change. As the world enters a new round
of power transition conflict, involving a rapidly rising China and a relatively declining United States, this Handbook
provides a necessary resource for decisionmakers and scholars engaged in this vital area of research.
Identity has become an explicit focus of International Relations theory in the past two to three decades, with one case
attracting and puzzling many early identity scholars: Japan. These constructivist scholars typically ascribed Japan a
‘pacifist’ or ‘antimilitarist’ identity – an identity which they believed was constructed through the adherence to ‘peaceful
norms’ and ‘antimilitarist culture’. Due to the alleged resilience of such adherences, little change in Japan’s identity and
its international relations was predicted. However, in recent years, Japan’s foreign and security policies have begun to
change, in spite of these seemingly stable norms and culture. This book seeks to address these changes through a
pioneering engagement with recent developments in identity theory. In particular, most chapters theorize identity as a
product of processes of differentiation. Through detailed case analysis, they argue that Japan’s identity is produced and
reproduced, but also transformed, through the drawing of boundaries between ‘self’ and ‘other’. In particular, they
stress the role of emotions and identity entrepreneurs as catalysts for identity change. With the current balance between
resilience and change, contributors emphasize that more drastic foreign and security policy transformations might loom
just beyond the horizon. This book was originally published as a special issue of The Pacific Review.
The role of public opinion in nations' decisions to join or withdraw from the war in Iraq
This volume offers a critical historical assessment of the negotiation of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons (NPT) and of the origins of the nonproliferation regime. The NPT has been signed by 190 states and was
indefinitely extended in 1995, rendering it the most successful arms control treaty in history. Nevertheless, little is known
about the motivations and strategic calculi of the various middle and small powers in regard to their ultimate decision to
join the treaty despite its discriminatory nature. While the NPT continues to be central to current nonproliferation efforts,
its underlying mechanisms remain under-researched. Based on newly declassified archival sources and using previously
inaccessible evidence, the contributions in this volume examine the underlying rationales of the specific positions taken
by various states during the NPT negotiations. Starting from a critical appraisal of our current knowledge of the genesis of
the nonproliferation regime, contributors from diverse national and disciplinary backgrounds focus on both European and
non-European states in order to enrich our understanding of how the global nuclear order came into being. This book will
be of much interest to students of nuclear proliferation, Cold War history, security studies and IR.
These essays by no means cover all areas of interest in long-term care programs, but they offer new insights (and
intriguing questions for future research) about how differently policies in this important area can be carried out in different
countries.
This book brings together up-to-date research from prominent international scholars in a collaborative exploration of the
Japan’s efforts to shape Asia’s rapidly shifting regional order. Pulled between an increasingly inward-looking America
whose security support remains critical and a rising and more militarily assertive China with whom Japan retains deep
economic interdependence, Japanese leaders are consistently maneuvering to ensure the country’s regional interests.
Nuclear and missile threats from North Korea and historically problematic relations with South Korea further complicate
Japanese endeavors. So too do the shifting winds of Japanese domestic politics, economics and identity. The authors
weave these complex threads together to offer a nuanced portrait of both Japan and the region. Scholars, observers of
politics, and policymakers will find this a timely and useful collection.
Rethinking Japanese Public Opinion and SecurityFrom Pacifism to Realism?Stanford University Press
Through a discourse analysis of Japanese parliamentary debates, this book explores how different understandings of
Japan’s history have led to sharply divergent security policies in the postwar period, whilst providing an explanation for
the much-debated security policy changes under Abe Shinz?. Analyzing the ways identities can be constructed through
‘temporal othering,’ as well as ‘spatial othering,’ this book examines the rise of a new form of identity in Japan since
the end of the Cold War, one that is differentiated not from prewar and wartime Japan, but from postwar Japan. The
champions of this identity, it argues, see the postwar past as a shameful period, characterized by self-imposed military
restrictions, and thus the relentless chipping away of these limitations in recent years is indicative of how dominant this
identity has become. Exploring how these military restrictions have shifted from being a symbol of pride to a symbol of
shame, this book demonstrates the concrete ways in which the past can both enable and constrain policy. Temporal
Identities and Security Policy in Postwar Japan will be invaluable to students and scholars of Japanese politics and
foreign policy, as well as international relations more generally.
The authors argue that with the election of the Abe Government in December 2012, Japanese politics has entered a
radically new phase they describe as the “2012 Political System.” The system began with the return to power of the
Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), after three years in opposition, but in a much stronger electoral position than previous
LDP-based administrations in earlier decades. Moreover, with the decline of previously endemic intra-party factionalism,
the LDP has united around an essentially nationalist agenda never absent from the party’s ranks, but in the past was
generally blocked, or modified, by factions of more liberal persuasion. Opposition weakness following the severe defeat
of the Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ) administration in 2012 has also enabled the Abe Government to establish a
political stability largely lacking since the 1990s. The first four chapters deal with Japanese political development since
1945 and factors leading to the emergence of Abe Shinz? as Prime Minister in 2012. Chapter 5 examines the Abe
Government’s flagship economic policy, dubbed “Abenomics.” The authors then analyse four highly controversial
objectives promoted by the Abe Government: revision of the 1947 ‘Peace Constitution’; the introduction of a Secrecy
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Law; historical revision, national identity and issues of war apology; and revised constitutional interpretation permitting
collective defence. In the final three chapters they turn to foreign policy, first examining relations with China, Russia and
the two Koreas, second Japan and the wider world, including public diplomacy, economic relations and overseas
development aid, and finally, the vexed question of how far Japanese policies are as reactive to foreign pressure. In the
Conclusion, the authors ask how far right wing trends in Japan exhibit common causality with shifts to the right in the
United States, Europe and elsewhere. They argue that although in Japan immigration has been a relatively minor factor,
economic stagnation, demographic decline, a sense of regional insecurity in the face of challenges from China and North
Korea, and widening gaps in life chances, bear comparison with trends elsewhere. Nevertheless, they maintain that “[a]
more sane regional future may be possible in East Asia.”
This book is about Japan-China power politics in the military, economic and propaganda domains. The post-2012
standoff over the disputed Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands has unveiled the antagonistic quality to Sino-Japanese relations, with
an important addition: a massive information war that has cemented the two states’ rivalry. Under the Xi and Abe
administrations, China and Japan insisted on their moral position as benign and peaceful powers, and portrayed the
neighbor as an aggressive revisionist. By highlighting great power rivalry, this study makes a theoretical contribution in
favor of the power politics behind Sino-Japanese identities. The work is multidisciplinary in spirit and aims to speak both
to academics and to general readers who might be curious of understanding this fascinating if worrisome facet of SinoJapanese relations. In turn, the assessment of the diplomatic, economic and identity clash between the world’s second
and third wealthiest states provides a window in understanding the international politics of the Asia-Pacific in the early
21st Century. This book is an invaluable resource for scholars, Area Studies and Political Science students and
policymakers alike.
This book shows how one of the most powerful tools of security studies—strategic culture—illuminates the origins and
implications of the Asia-Pacific region’s difficult issues, from the rise of China and the American pivot, to the shifting
calculations of many other actors. Strategic culture sometimes challenges and always enriches prevailing neo-realist
presumptions about the region. It provides a bridge between material and ideational explanations of state behavior and
helps capture the tension between neoclassical realist and constructivist approaches. The case studies in this book
survey the role of strategic culture in the behaviors of Australia, China, Japan, the Philippines, South Korea and the
United States. They show the contrast between structural expectations and cultural predispositions, as realist geopolitical
security threats and opportunities interact with domestic elite and popular interpretation of historical narratives and
distinctive political-military cultures to influence security policies. The concluding chapter devotes special attention to
methodological issues at the heart of strategic cultural studies, as well as how culture may impact the potential for future
conflict or cooperation in the region. The result is a body of work that helps deepen our understanding of strategic
cultures in the Asia-Pacific in comparative perspective and enrich security studies. This bookw as published as a special
issue of Contemporary Security Policy.
This book evaluates the impact of the 2001 central government reforms on effective foreign policy making in Japan. It
puts a special focus on the evolution of the domestic institutional factors and decision-making processes behind Japan’s
foreign policy, while also analyzing the development of Japan’s external relations with various other countries, such as
the US, China and North Korea. Adhering to the neoclassical realist approach, the authors show that, thanks to a more
independent Kantei-based form of diplomacy, Japan’s prime ministers were able to strategically respond to international
developments, and to pursue their own diplomatic endeavors more boldly. At the same time, they demonstrate that the
effectiveness of this proactive posture was still heavily dependent on the decision-makers’ ability to form cohesive
coalitions and select suitable institutional tools, which enabled them to influence domestic and international affairs.
Cover -- Half Title -- Title Page -- Copyright Page -- Table of Contents -- List of figures -- List of tables -- Notes on
contributors -- Preface -- Note on names and transcriptions -- List of abbreviations -- 1 Global change: Japan's role in the
making of a new aid architecture -- 2 The peculiarities of Japan's ODA and the implications for African development -- 3
Aligning policy with practice: Japanese ODA and normative values -- 4 The development cooperation paradigm under the
"new partnership" and its implications for Japan's aid -- 5 The securitization of Japan's ODA: new strategies in changing
regional and domestic contexts -- 6 The US pivot to Asia and Japan's Development Cooperation Charter -- 7 Japanese
ODA and the challenge of Chinese aid in Africa -- 8 The changing global aid architecture: an opportunity for Japan to play
a proactive global role? -- 9 Comparing Japan and the European Union: the development cooperation policies of two
civilian powers -- 10 Network-based development cooperation as a way forward for Japan -- 11 The impact of public
opinion on Japan's aid policy: before and after the New Development Assistance Charter -- 12 An Asian aid paradigm:
Japan leading from behind -- Index.
Crossing disciplinary boundaries, this volume offers a rare forum for a serious analysis of the territorial dispute over the
Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands between China and Japan. To understand the complexity of the dispute and to find peaceful
solutions, we must reach beyond the confines of a single discipline and perspective. The volume deconstructs conflicting
perspectives on the two sides of the dispute. Territorial disputes often become symbolic expressions of nationalistic
rivalries, particularly as political claims for territories escalate and economic competition for resources between countries
intensifies. Cutting through the political rhetoric on both sides of the controversy and bringing together a group of eight
scholars from the disciplines of history, international relations, law, political science, and sociology, this book analyzes
the relevant history, international law, multilateral relations, political agendas, and social and collective memory, to shed
light on this difficult dispute. Taken together, the chapters of the book propose short-term, medium-term, and long-term
peaceful solutions for going beyond the impasse of the current territorial dispute.
"As the Cold War wound down, Japan suddenly reversed years of steadfast opposition to security alliances with its
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neighbors. Long isolated and opposed to multilateral agreements, Japan emerged as a regional leader by the early
1990s. The nation, often misperceived as wholly dependent on the United States and unresponsive to its neighbors,
proposed East Asia's first regional multilateral security forum. Overcoming Isolationism explores what led to this
surprising about-face and reveals the legacy of Japan's leadership"-Japanese Studies has provided a fertile space for non-Eurocentric analysis for a number of reasons. It has been embroiled in the
long-running internal debate over the so-called Nihonjinron, revolving around the extent to which the effective interpretation of
Japanese society and culture requires non-Western, Japan-specific emic concepts and theories. This book takes this question
further and explores how we can understand Japanese society and culture by combining Euro-American concepts and theories
with those that originate in Japan. Because Japan is the only liberal democracy to have achieved a high level of capitalism outside
the Western cultural framework, Japanese Studies has long provided a forum for deliberations about the extent to which the
Western conception of modernity is universally applicable. Furthermore, because of Japan’s military, economic and cultural
dominance in Asia at different points in the last century, Japanese Studies has had to deal with the issues of Japanocentrism as
well as Eurocentrism, a duality requiring complex and nuanced analysis. This book identifies variations amongst Japanese Studies
academic communities in the Asia-Pacific and examines the extent to which relatively autonomous scholarship, intellectual
approach or theories exist in the region. It also evaluates how studies on Japan in the region contribute to global Japanese Studies
and explores their potential for formulating concrete strategies to unsettle Eurocentric dominance of the discipline.
ÔKhoo, Jones, and Smith have pulled off a remarkable balancing act, crafting a well-grounded and multifaceted survey of
ChinaÕs rise in the context of Asian security. In a field which is often marked more by scholarly effervescence than substance, the
authors provide a refreshingly detailed portrait of the last two decades, and fair-mindedly point out evidence which might support
both extremes of the debates they challenge with their own Òthird wayÓ.Õ Ð Frank ÒScottÓ Douglas, US Naval War College, US
ÔCongratulations to the authors for a clearly argued and comprehensive treatment of ChinaÕs post Cold War rise and what it
means for existing and future dynamics of the Asia-Pacific region. Effectively employing realist theory in a fair-minded treatment of
regional developments, the volume shows how and why power realities are more important than non-material factors in
determining the regionÕs trajectory and thereby demonstrates that ChinaÕs ascendance in Asia remains complicated and
conflicted.Õ Ð Robert Sutter, George Washington University, US East Asia is without question a region of huge economic, political
and security significance. Asian Security and the Rise of China offers a comprehensive overview and assessment of the
international politics of the Asia-Pacific since the end of the Cold War, seeking to address the overarching question of how we can
most convincingly explain the central dynamics of AsiaÕs international relations. Via a realist perspective on the dynamics and
frictions associated with accommodating the rise of powerful states, this timely book addresses the core issue in contemporary
Asian politics: the rise of China. The contributors expertly evaluate ChinaÕs rise and the impact it has had on the dynamics of
regional relations in North East and South East Asia. It demonstrates that ChinaÕs economic development and its regional and
international ambition increasingly conflict with the existing consensus-based regional arrangements like the ASEAN Regional
Forum and the East Asian Summit mechanism. As a consequence, smaller states in the region increasingly resort to hedging and
balancing strategies in an attempt to mitigate Chinese hegemony. This leaves the region in the grip of a complex and potentially
destabilizing security dilemma. The book offers a compelling analysis of the problem that China presents for its region that will
enlighten undergraduate students of regional political studies and international relations. Postgraduate and MasterÕs students on
courses addressing East and South East Asia will also find plenty of information in this invaluable book.
Comprising 60.3 percent of the world’s 7.2 billion population, Asia is an enigma to many in the West. Hugely dynamic in its
demographic, economic, technological and financial development, its changes are as rapid as they are diverse. The SAGE
Handbook of Asian Foreign Policy provides the reader with a clear, balanced and comprehensive overview on Asia’s foreign
policy and accompanying theoretical trends. Placing the diverse and dynamic substance of Asia’s international relations first, and
bringing together an authoritative assembly of contributors from across the world, this is a reliable introduction to non-Western
intellectual traditions in Asia. VOLUME 1: PART 1: Theories PART 2: Themes PART 3: Transnational Politics PART 4: Domestic
Politics PART 5; Transnational Economics VOLUME 2: PART 6: Foreign Policies of Asian States Part 6a: East Asia Part 6b:
Southeast Asia Part 6c: South & Central Asia Part 7: Offshore Actors Part 8: Bilateral Issues Part 9: Comparison of Asian SubRegions
Japan and South Korea are Western-style democracies with open-market economies committed to the rule of law. They are also
U.S. allies. Yet despite their shared interests, shared values, and geographic proximity, divergent national identities have driven a
wedge between them. Drawing on decades of expertise, Brad Glosserman and Scott A. Snyder investigate the roots of this split
and its ongoing threat to the region and the world. Glosserman and Snyder isolate competing notions of national identity as the
main obstacle to a productive partnership between Japan and South Korea. Through public opinion data, interviews, and years of
observation, they show how fundamentally incompatible, rapidly changing conceptions of national identity in Japan and South
Korea—and not struggles over power or structural issues—have complicated territorial claims and international policy. Despite
changes in the governments of both countries and concerted efforts by leading political figures to encourage U.S.–ROK–Japan
security cooperation, the Japan–South Korea relationship continues to be hobbled by history and its deep imprint on ideas of
national identity. This book recommends bold, policy-oriented prescriptions for overcoming problems in Japan–South Korea
relations and facilitating trilateral cooperation among these three Northeast Asian allies, recognizing the power of the public on
issues of foreign policy, international relations, and the prospects for peace in Asia.
A major paradox in the political economy of Japan is why an enduring majority of citizens, as voters, consumers, and taxpayers,
has explicitly supported or implicitly consented to a policy regime of agricultural protection that reduces material welfare and limits
consumer choice. This book goes beyond standard political economy approaches that focus on self-interest pursuit by policy
actors to contend that ideational factors are an important explanatory variable shaping the policy preferences of individuals
towards agriculture and agricultural policy in Japan. The book traces the historical origins of ideas about agriculture, particularly
those associated with the n?honshugi tradition, and offers an original taxonomy classifying the development of agrarian thought
from the Tokugawa era until the 1930s. It then analyses postwar media portrayals of agriculture in public policy debates around
the 1961 and 1999 agricultural ‘basic laws’, charting the evolution of both economic and non-economic ideas in those periods.
Finally, it investigates the predominant ideas held about agriculture by individuals today, as evidenced through public opinion
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survey data, and demonstrates that concerns about health and food safety, food self-sufficiency, and the environment strongly
outweigh economic welfare considerations. The study concludes by examining developments in agricultural policy under the Abe
administration in the context of these predominant ideas, and considers how those ideas could be operationalised in agricultural
policy responses to major crises including the coronavirus pandemic and climate change.
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